The CiA 1301 application layer and communication profile was released
end of September. In 2018, the first products are expected.
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reasons to migrate to
CANopen FD:
Higher throughput due to more bandwidth offered by
the CAN FD hardware
Higher protocol efficiency due to larger payload per
message (up to 64 byte)
Larger PDOs with up to 64 byte process data
Low-cost CAN FD controller and transceiver qualified
for up to 5 Mbit/s
Improved specification of NMT finite state automata
Broadcast and multicast option for configuration
purposes
Remote access to CANopen FD devices in other
network segments
Still low memory and computing power resource
requirements
Improved error history functionality
Better support for multiple logical devices
(e.g. multi-axes controller)

USDO protocols for local access are
specified in CiA 1301:
USDO upload expedited unicast
USDO download expedited unicast
USDO upload expedited broadcast
USDO download expedited broadcast
USDO upload segmented unicast
USDO download segmented unicast
USDO download bulk transfer unicast
USDO download bulk transfer broadcast
USDO abort
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device type sub-parameters are provided in
CiA 1301, in order to describe up to eight logical
devices. The device type parameter (object
1000h) is now an array. This makes it simpler to check
the functionality of a CANopen device supporting multiple
logical devices, e.g. several CiA 402 drives (multi-axes
device) or a drive (CiA 402) with an embedded I/O module
(CiA 401).

OSI layers, but not all are used: CiA 1301
specifies the physical and data link layer, the
network and transport layer as well as the
layer-7; the layer-6 and layer-5 are empty, meaning they
have no specified functionality.

standardized fields in the new 20-byte EMCY
message:
Logical device number
CiA specification number
Error register (1001h)
Emergency error code (ECC)
Status (Error priority, class, and state)
Time given as Time-of-day value
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DSE M-Series
DSE has been delivering world-class control solutions to its customers for over 40-years. During this time the company has
developed a reputation across the globe for its UK engineering and manufacturing excellence.
The DSE M-Series builds on this reputation. The innovative collection of programmable controllers & displays and CAN slave
modules provide customers with complete vehicle and off-highway control solutions.
To learn more about DSE M-Series products, visit www.deepseaplc.com
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companies participating in the CANopen FD
demonstrator shown on the CiA booth at the
SPS IPC Drives 2017 tradeshow:

new communication
parameters:
Version information (boiler plate), an array indicating all
implemented CiA specifications
Active error history, an array showing all occurred errors
after the last reset
Active error list, an array providing all currently active
errors

Esacademy
Emtas
ESD
HMS
Microcontrol

pairs of bit-rates (arbitration phase and
data-phase) are mandatory:
250 kbit/s and 1 Mbit/s
250 kbit/s and 2 Mbit/s
500 kbit/s and 2 Mbit/s
1 Mbit/s and 5 Mbit/s

bit-timing settings in
CANopen FD:
Arbitration bit-timing as known from Classical CAN
but with more time quanta, in order to minimize the
quantization error
Data-phase bit-timing with the very same time quantum
length as in the arbitration phase, but with higher
transmission speed (up to 5 Mbit/s)
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CANopen FD plugfest organized by CAN
in Automation in 2018 for early birds
implementing CiA 1301; for more information
contact secretary@can-cia.org
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